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The problem of determining optimal portfolio rules is considered. Prices are allowed to be 
stochastic processes of a fairly general nature, expressible as stochastic integrals with respect to 
semimartingales. The set of stochastic different!11 equations assumed to describe the price 
behaviour still allows us to handle both the ass;r:ated control problems and those of statistical 
inference. 
The greater generality this approach offers cof~.xared to earlier treatments allows for a more 
realistic fit to real price data. with the obvious implications this has for the applicability of the theory. 
The additional problem of including consumption is also considered in some generality. The 
associated Bellman equation has been solved in certain particular situations for illustration. 
Problems with possible reserve funds, borrowing and shortselling might be handled in the present 
framework. 
The problem of statistical inference concerliing the parameters in the semimartingalc price 
processes will be treated elsewhere. 
portfolio selection * stochastic control * martingales * stochastic integrals 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider optimum portfolio and consumption rules in a stochastic 
framework. We allow a fairly general model for the prices on assets, namely that 
the prices are semimartingales consisting of both continuous components and discrete 
jumps. In the time continuous case the geometric Brownian motion process has 
been a common model for prices in perfect markets. Also, more general, strong 
Markov continuous diffusion processes have been considered, like th2 Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process (see e.g. Merton 1251). One advantage with diffusion models is 
the few parameters that have to be estimated from the data. Practical situations 
can easily occur where those processes are not flexible enough to model the actual 
price behaviour. This will particularly be the case if one observes major price 
changes. Hence it is desirable to ailow for jumps to occur at random times in addition 
to the continuous component in the price processes. Inclusion of a point process 
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component into the price model thus makes the model more realistic, and still the 
number of parameters is small enough for the estimation procedure to make sense. 
Now we have to estimate the associated intensities of the imbeddecl point processes 
in addition to the drift and diffusion parameters of the continuous compcnent. 
Thus we justify the price models from a time-series point of view, i.e. we want 
a ‘good lit’ to real data. Another reason for this price structure is that the return 
on a portfolio can, be very coc:veniently represented as a stochastic integral with 
respect to the prices. These matters are discussed in a general setting by Harrison 
and PIiska [43]. Among other things they show that the security market is complete 
if and only if its vector price process has a certain martingale representation property. 
However, we shall not discuss contingent claim valuation and complete markets. 
Despite the fact that the price model is now of a very general nature, we are still 
able to handle the ‘control problem’, i.e. determine the optimal portfolio strategy. 
Basically what we then need is a generalized Ito’s lemma to handle the ‘chain rule’ 
when we introduce the utility function into the optimization procedure. It turns out 
that the Markov property for prices is no longer essential for the control procedure 
to work. 
One utility function used in the portfolio problem will be given special attention. 
namely the natural logarithm of the wealth (the Kelly criterion). In the present 
continuous parameter problem it can he shown to have certain optimal properties, 
considered as a normative utility function (see Thorp [37]). Thus some discrete time 
rcsultr; (SW Rreiman [S]) can be extended. 
The treatment in Section 2 will be used in Section 3, where we focus on the 
optimization problem. In the portfolio problem it turns out that the computational 
aspects of the Kelly criterion prove preferable to work with, since we then avoid 
the prrhlem of solving the Bellman equation (see Section 3). 
In Section 4 we also include the problem of optimal consumption in addition to 
the portfolio diversification problem. Certain special cases are worked out for 
illustration. Problems with a ‘gambler’s reserve fund’, borrowing and shortselling 
are discussed as well. 
The classical refcrernces to this kind of analyses are Samuelson [34], Merton 
j25.261, Mossin [28], Tobin [40], Markowitz [24], Hakanson [IS], among others. 
For a more modern treatment along the lines of this paper, we refer again to 
Harrison and Pliska [43]. 
The Kelly criterion includes that the relative risk aversion is constant (iso-elastic 
rxrrginal utility). which implies that one’s attitude towards fin;mcial risk is indep~.~= 
dent of one’s wealth level E3-1. 25]. It is to be strc.,sed that the present treatment 
i\ not confined only to logarithmic utility, but outlines the general theory for any 
twice differentiable utility function. However, only a few additional cases are solved 
in detail to indicate lvhat can be anticipated. In this kind of analysis, once the 
ccimplic:itcd stochastic optimization problem is reduced to ;r problem in ordinary 
:!Iu~~\I\. if it ccmidcrcd sol\~d (cvcrt if the resulting diffcre:rtial equaticln can not 
hc ~)l~.t~l in gcner;il kvith the prcscnt techniques). 
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2. The model and the problem 
Suppose an agent is faced with n different investment alternatives. The price!, 
pi(t) at time t, i= 1,2,. . . , n of the different assets are stochastic processes with 
sample paths being continuous from the right. having left hand limits (CADLAG). 
In addition we assume that the price processes permit the following type of stochastic 
differential equations 
dpiW 171 
-=Pi(f) dt+ui(t) db,(t)+ 
Pi(t-.) 
C P,k dNik(t), i= 1, 2,. . . , 11. (1) 
k = ,n 
Denote byp(t)=(p,(t),pJt),... , p,(f)), let (0, F, P) be a probability space and 
F, a filtration of a-algebras, F, = E Here b(t) = (b,(t), b,(t), . . . , b,,(t)) is a Wiener 
process and M,,(t) are point processes, adapted to {F,}. pi(t), a,(r) are measurable 
functionals, possibly depending on the past of the process p(s), s s I as well as on 
time t itself (i.e. nonanticipative). Here pi is the instantaneous conditional expected 
change in price pi per unit time as a fraction of the current price for the continuously 
varying part of the price pi, af is the instantaneous conditional variance per unit 
time as a fraction of pz for the continuous sample part of p,. In addition, we allow 
the prices to jump at random times. Here N,,(t) is the number of price changes of 
size p,,, expressed as a fraction of the current price, that occur during [0, t] for asset 
i, j = - n1, -nr + I,. . . , m - 1, m, where we assume 
i=I 3 . -1 . . . , II. The p,,‘s are given numbers. The point process component of the 
price is often referred to as a marked point process (see Rrillinger [IO]). 
The formalism that ! 1) represents is in the framework of stochastic integration 
of Ito type (see McKean [23], Meyer [27], Gihman and Skorohod [ 16. I71 etc.). 
We will in addition assume that there exists intensity processes h,,(l) such that 
II,~(s) ds (2) 
are martingales (see e.g. Meyer [27]). These intensities have the following interpre- 
tation: 
A,,(t) dt = P[dN,,(l) = 1 j FJ (3, 
(see e.g. Brillinger [ 1 (I]). These intensity processes will be considered as unknown 
and will have to be estimated from the price data together with the p,‘s and the u,‘s. 
Conditions necessary for (1) to possess a solution are the following: The functicsncl 
p,, U, and A,, are nonanticipative, adapted to {F,, t E [(I, T]), 
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and they must be linearly bounded, i.e. 
where c is a constant and ]I p( . )I\[ = ~up~)~~~~ 1 p(s)l, t E [0, T]. (See Gihman and 
Skorohod [I 61.) 
The correlation structure between the prices in the present framework is contained 
in the terms p, u and A which all can depend on the joint price history p(s), s s 1. 
This way we need no instantaneous correlation matrix between the Wiener processes 
hi (see Merton [26]). Technically this matrix plays no role. 
Now, denote the wealth of the agent at time t by !Vl. The change in wealth at 
time t satisfies 
dW,= W, i ~i(~~p)~ 
dmW 
i=I Pitt-) 
where pi(t, p) is the fraction of the agent’s wealth that is invested in alternative i 
at time t. As the notation indicates, this is a functional of the past of the price 
process, measurable with respect to F,, and satisfies 
i p,(?,p)= 1 for all f. (5) 
I -I 
If shortselling and borrowing is not allowed, we need in addition to (5) also 
For a discussion of why (4) is the ‘correct’ way to define the return process in 
continuous time, we refer to Mertan [25] for the continuous part of the associated 
stochastic integral and to Harrison and Pliska [43] for the combined stochastic 
integral we are dealing with. 
Given a time horizon T < cc and a concave function U : R + Ilk the problem is to 
choose a strategy p* so as to maximize E[ U( W.,-)]. A special case, called the Kelly 
criterion, is when U( W) = log W. From discrete time portfolio theory it is known 
that this utility function has certain optimal properties when it comes to achieving 
certain stated goals (see Breiman [Y]). These properties can be shown to carry over 
to continuous time as well. 
The mean-variance analysis of Tobin [40. 391 and Markowitz [24] will in fact be 
used if we try to solve the quadretic case, i.e. if we use only the two first terms in 
the scrie? expansion of the logarithm function. In that csse we solve a trade-off 
problem, namely to maximize !expected wealth and minimize a certain function of 
the risk. !;amuelson E33.353 has emphasized the lack of generality of mean-variance 
:rnal>,$;c:..’ Hc \uggcsted that most of the interesting propositions of risk theory can 
bc pro\cCI for the general case lvith no approximations being involved. This trend 
i+ill IX t’~tllt~wcJ in the present paper where \vc solve the exact problem. However. 
in cr~ntinur.)us t&c these problems partly disappear. as will be demonstrated later. 
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To see heuristically why the Kelly criterion is crucial let U(f) = log W( r:,. Formally 
we can define the following: 
Rate of growth = exp [+l;duM] -1, 
Average return = f 
I 
I 
W;! d W(s). 
(The formal interpretation of ghese integrals is given in Section 3.) By maximizing 
E{jL d U(s)/l}, we are also certain to make the expected rate of growth large as 
well since by Jensen’s inequality 
However, by maximizing the expected average return it does not follow that the 
expected rate of growth is large. Also, by maximizing the expected rate of growth, 
the expected average return becomes large. These two claims may again be shown 
by Jensen’s inequality by going back to the definitions of stochastic integrals (the 
technical details are omitted). 
Let us now proceed directly, and find an equation for E[U( W7.)]: 
The price on asset i can be written as follows: 
Pi(t)=Pl(O)+ J CyP;(S-)u; db,Cs)+ J ‘pits-) f Pi,k dM,,(s) 0 k=~ “* 
+ 
Here we notice that 
(7) 
p,(t)=p,(O)+PM(t)+PA(t) 
with 
I,?‘( t) = /$‘C( t) + &J[J( 1) 
where 
P;\‘<(t)= r J pits-b, dh,W 0 
and 
J 
t 
/p’( 1) = p&s-) f Plk dM,k(s) 
0 k _ .-. ),, 
are two martingales, the first one with continuous sample paths, the second one 
containing jumps. Further 
ds 
where the two terms are both increa6ng processes. 
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For the process W we see that 
W(r) = w(o)+ ) 
Here 
W(f)= w(o)+ wyf++ W”(t) 
with 
and 
W”‘(t)= 
I 
’ f Ws_p;uidbi(s), 
0 r-l 
I 
I 
Wl”qf) = i f pi.iWy-pi dMij(s) 
I, 1x1 ,- -n* 
are the two martingales, the first with continuous paths, the second of discontinuous 
type. Also W”(,t) is the difference of two increasing predictable processes. 
We now need the generalized Ito’s lemma. Let X be a semimartingale, and denote 
its continuous part by X’. Then we u-e the notation 
(X”, XC>, = lim C E{( Xi:, , -- X;: j2 I F,;} 
,I I 
where the lim signifies that the partition mesh of [O. 11 goes to zero, and the 
convergence takes place in L’. 
From Ito’s lemma and the price structure given in (1) (or (7)). we want to derive 
the expression to be maximized. Suppose U is any utility function satisfying the 
requirements of Ito’s lemma. From (8) we get 
and I tl”!, generalized Icmma yields 
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The third and fourth term on the right-hand side cancel, since at a time t of jump 
of ZVij( t), t = Tij (Tij = 00 if no such jump takes place), W, - W,_ = W,_pipij. Hence 
the fourth term can be written 
which equals the third term. 
The last term can be written 
J = 1 i z (U( W,__‘+ W,pijpi)- U( Wt._)) dNij(t) 0 j-l j--m 
I 
. I 
= f $ {U( W,-+ WIpijpi)-U( Wt_)}(dMlj(r)+A,(t) dt). 
II J=l ,=-"' 
Upon taking expectations, the martingales disappear and we are left with _. 
EU( w,-) = U( W,,) + E I I 3 0 j=I f/$(W)(WPipi),f$$$( W,j(Wp,a,)f 
(9) 
Here we also substituted W, for W__ throughout since the set of time points where 
the process W jumpS in [O, T] has Lebesque measure zero. Hence our optimization 
problem consists in determining the policy p* such that the above integrand takes 
on its constrained maximum for each f subject to (5) (or to (5) and (6)). 
In the case of the Kelly criterion we get: 
;$ log ( w,) = - f, 
I 
and 
I 
I‘ &J 
2 I ~ (W,picri)~dt=~ it w- i=I 
while (J/r3 W) log{ W,) = l/W,, which leaves the first term in (9) as ~~-C~_, PJL, dt. 
Furthermore we see that 
I 
! 
0 
ii, ,=g,,, (log(W+ ~~PijP,)-log(W,))h,,(t)dt 
I 
I 
= o ig, i=tm (log( 1+ PiitiiI)hij( 1) dt 
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which leaves us with 
E[log( w,-)] = log( W,,) + t 
7- 
r-l I( pi~i-$u~p~+ f (log(1 +piPij))h, dt. 0 ;=._, > 
(IO) 
In this case we could in fact have derived this expression directly by using Taylor 
series expansion of the log function and some intuition when it comes to ‘multiplying’ 
differentials. The techniques of nonstandard analyses could probably be used in a 
formal proof of (10) as well (see e.g. Lindstrom [22]). 
One reason for incorporating the jump processes into the price model is that we 
want to be able to model more drastic changes in the price behaviour than the 
Ito-processes can account for alone. The -3mmon geometric Brownian motion 
process is obtained for asset i by setting flik =O, k = -m, . . . , m, pi = c,~, Vi = Ci2 
whcrc c,, and c,~ are two constants. Likev:ise, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is 
obtained for asset i by setting P;k = 0, k = - WL . . . , m, pi = cil and ai = c,z/pi. Both 
these are strong Markov, diffusion type processes. We will see later that in the 
present setting we do not have to limit ourselves to Markov type price behaviour. 
On the other hand a pure point process will result if we take pi = 0 and vi = 0. This 
does not mean that we have a risk free asset. In the present setting the risk is &i 
given by 
which can be found bv direct computation, using the martingale properties of h, 
and AI,,. noting that 
and 
3. The optimization problem and examples 
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the principles of Bellman’s dynamic programming to attack our problem: 
Here &j,7.1 is the set of permissible portfolio rules on [O, 7’1. We now want to rnake 
use of control theory, and for that to work in practice we often need our processes 
to be Markovian. Hence, in the pIesent setting we assume the following to hold 
Pi(fj=Pi(~9p(~)j, ~,(tj=fl~(t,p(tjj, 
hij(t) = A;j(k p(r)), i=1,2,..., II, j=-m,--ml,,.. . ,m. 
Let us now define 
Z(t, W) = sup E[U( W)I W, = W, F,] (13 
Pr L’[r.7-j 
Here UIr.Tj are the permissible portfolio rules on the time interval [I, T]. (The 
technical concept hidden in the term ‘permissible’ is basically 
that p is nonanticipative; see Gihman and Skorohod [16]). 
Then, the Bel!man equation associated to the problem in 
sup 
P. I:[01  iLz( f, ci’, ‘1. 1 aZZ(t, W) i) w L W,kpMr,p)+, i=l _ aw’ 
(5) and a requirement 
(12) is 
i W?pf( t, p)af( t, p) 
; -z , 
,z n, 
+ C C Cztf, w+fiijW* Pi(f,P))-Z(f, W))Aj,(t,p) =- 
I 
aZ(r, W) 
i-l j:-m iit ’ 
(141 
Here we have used control theory for stochastic differential equations of the kind 
we are dealing with in this paper (see Gihman and Skorhod [16]). 
If we denote the expression on the left side of (14) inside the parentheses by 
L,Z(t, W), we have under certain conditions that there exists a Markov portfolio 
rule p*(t, p(l)), t E [O. T] such that 
sup L,Z(f, wj = L,,*Z( I, W). (IS) 
P’ (‘I,,/; 
Hence, in practice the procedure is clear: 
First we solve the constrained maximization problem (15). This will leave US with 
a policy depending on the parameters in the price processes <tnd on Z( t, W) togethel 
with its various partial derivatives. Finally one solves the (nonlinear) partial differen- 
;ial t,quation 
dZ( t, W) 
L,*Z(t, W) =- --7 (16) 
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subject to the boundary condition 
Z( ?-i xl = U(x). (17) 
This will give the final solution p*, if it exists. 
Notice how we have reduced the problem of stochastic optimization to a con- 
strained maximization prolblem for each t and to the solution of a partial differential 
equation, i.e. to problems of ordinary mathematical analyses. 
Note again how matters simplify if we use the Kelly criterion: We only have to 
solve a constrained maximization problem for each t. The often awkward problem 
of solviliag ( 16) subject to ( 17 1 disappears. From (10) we have 
flp,*. . . . p,,)W= i 
( 
p&L,-ip;u;?+ f (log(l+pjp,,))A;j , 
,‘I i = -- ‘1’ ) 
OUT prohlcm is reduced to ma:rimizing f(p)(t) for each t E [(I, T] subject to (5). say. 
If the L:lgrangian is defined like 
WC have to solve 
;If. AL 
--(I, i=1,2 ,..., 11, and -=O. 
$1, il. 1 
I hc solution I;O th’ik, p*( 1. p), is, if it exists. the desired policy (given that it satisfies 
\orn~ second order conditions). Hence, p*(t. p) is obtained on observing the price 
process p(s) on 0 5 s s t and accordingly p*( t. p) is F,-measurable. 
Notice that we did not require p(t) to be Markovian. We also avoid the problem 
of solving the Bellman equation. The problem is redulced to a simple one of finding 
;I constrained maximum for each r, an easy problem for a computer. The reason 
for this is tha,t in ( 18) we got rid of W(t) in the inteprand due to the properties of 
the logfunction. 
U’har remains in the case of the Kelly criterion is the inference aspect. If we can 
find cc~ntinuously updated c’sltimates of the unknown parameters in the price pro- 
CCISC\. \VC will in practice soP;e the constrained maximization problem where we 
LI\C estimates i, {,, ,t_i, and ti, instead of the unknu\vn A,,, p, and (7,‘s. The resulting 
policy /;*( f, p’) will thus depend, possibly directly. 8~. the prices and indirectly on 
p(s). (15 so ,t, through the estimates iI!, b,, and 6;. Obviously. the more accurate 
thcs~ c!,timatcs art’ the closer the resulting policy will be to the optimal one. 
l.ct II\ \cc how the theory works in the case of logarithmic utility. In this situation 
Ict IIS trj’ ;I \c)lmtit.,n c,f the form 
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Then 
L,Z(t, W) = i pipj -1 f pfaf + i 
i=l i= I 
: (log{1 + pljpi))Aij. 
j=l j=-m 
!20) 
First we have to solve supP, (,, L,,Z( t, W) and we readily see that this leads to the 
same p* as the direct method above, since W cancels. We also get 
f(t)= -I 
I 
I 
sup L,Z( S) ds -- sup L,Z( S) ds (21) 
0 pt: LJ,< I 0 PC. Ii, 
where &Z(s) is given in (19), and this expression for f(t) does not depend on W. 
Hence we have solved the equation (16) subject to (17) in this special case. 
Another utility function of principal interest is U( W,) = W,. Here we try the 
separation method: 
Z(t, W)=f(t)W. (22) 
Let us here assume our policy has to satisfy (6) in addition to (S), i.e. no borrowing 
or shortselling is allowed. Here 
P,/& . (23) 
In solving sup,, (‘, L,,Z( t, W), we are led to the highly speculative policy of putting 
everything on the single asset at time I which has the largest value of 
(24) 
This type of solution in the case U(W) = W is well known from discrete time 
portfolio theory (see e.g. Breiman [8]). In the time-homogeneous case, where p, 
and A,k do not depend on I, this policy might easily lead to bankruptcy from a 
probabilistic point of view, since p, +2::_._,,, PikAik might be large, but so might ,IT,, 
the risk (see (11)). 
Notice the similarities between the problem as it is given in ( 12) and the resulting 
Bellman equation in (14). The prices are included in the problem 170th directly and 
indirectly through the processes p;(t. p), u,(!. p,~ and A,,( t.~) since these price 
parameters also might depend direc;Jy on p in some measurable way. In the real 
time implementation on computers, we need updated estimates for these parameter 
processes. Hence the ‘opt;mal’ policy always depend on the latest price data informa- 
tion, as the case should be. On the. other hand the Bellman operator does not 
include terms where Z(t, W) is differentiated directly with respect to the pi’s_ This 
is because the Jtility function only depends on W, (in addition possibly to t if 
U = U( W, t)), !>ut he prices are not included in the list of arguments. Hence the 
univariate Ito44eyer’s lemma is thr: one to be utilized in deriving the Bellman 
equation. This i:.. not in agreement with Merton (1971, p. 629), where he implicitely 
assumes the utility function to be of the form U =: C/( W, p1p2, . . . , P,~, 1). 
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4. The optimal clonsumption and portfolio problem 
In this section we want to include consumption into the optimization problem. 
Here we assume that the agent wants to use some part of his fortune on consumption. 
Let c(r) be the amount of consumption per unit time during period t. Then the 
stochastic differential equation we are facing is 
or 
dW’= W i pi- -c(t)dt 
dpi 
#=I Pi 
(25) 
1. (26) 
Let us pause for a moment and see where the above fits in with Harrison and 
Pliska’s [43] comment on p. 258: Their increasing process I,(4) corresponds to our 
II, c(s) ds which has the interpretation of a consumption stream or cash flow 
generated by the strategy I’p, c). An investor starting with wealth W, will then 
choose among the admissibfle strategies in such a way that I(4) and W, jointly 
maximize some measure of felicity: Denote by V(c( t), t) the utility rate on consump- 
tion. W is assumed concave in its first argument. Let the portfolio/consumption 
rule be 
U(l’, p) == (pft, p). c(t)). 
Then our problem is as follows: 
[I 
1 
sup E W(t), t) dt + W W T)) 
“I. :i [,,,, / 0 I 
(27) 
where UI(I.T I is the set of permissible portfolio/consumption rules.on [0, T]. By use 
of the generalized Ito’s lem,ma nd the martingale properties, this is equivalent to 
T 
sup E 
“3. c;,, I‘ [I 1 0 v(C(t)_tj+,~,~(w)(Wpipi)- g$W)c 
+~ t,~~~(W)(W~,~i)” 
I 
“’ _!- 5 LA ii [U(W(l +pip,))-U( W)]Aii dt s !‘I ,’ -m I 1 In tht: present context we define the evolutional value functional 
J 
7‘ 
F!-ic Iv? 11) = U( W( ‘T)) + V( c( .;I, s) ds. 
I 
ir rc Ict 
Z(t, kc’) = sup E’{E;( w, U)l W(r) = W} 
UC (I,, ,: 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
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and 
a.z(t, W) ‘1 
L”W, W! = aW ( C wPiPi-C +j aW2 C (W/l$Tj))’ > 1 a22(t, W) n i=l i-1 
+ i f (Z(t, w+ wp,pJ-z(t, W))hjj. (31) i=l j=-m 
Then we first solve the constrained maximization problem sup,, ur,,71 [I&+ V]. 
Under certain conditions (see Gihman and Skorohod [l6, Theorem 3.211) it follows 
that 
sup {L,Z( 2, W) + V( c, t)} = L,*Z(?, W) + V( c”, t). 
“E U&T1 
(32) 
If this is the case, one solves the associated Bellman equation 
L,*Z( t, W) + lqc*, 2) = - 
az( t, W) 
at 
subject to 
(33) 
Z( T, W) = U( W) (34) 
and the optimal portfolio/consumption problem has been reduced to problems in 
ordinary mathematical analysis. 
Often the equation (33) is nonlinear and not easy to solve explicitly. As an 
example, consider the case with 
U(W) ‘- =L/w, \‘( c, t) = Jc(t) 
inthecaseofnojumps(i.e.the&=O,i=1,2 ,..., n,i=--nt ,,.., m).Theutility 
functions are strictly concave. Let us use the following notation: 
nz( t, W) 
iJW 
= z,; 
a”Z(t, W = z 
dW2 
U’W and 
a-W, Wz 
dt 
I’ 
Let 
fc)r each 
F(P,c7A)=f(p,c)-~l (i,pi-1) 
where ;I is the Lagrangian multiplier. Then solving 
dF dF ilF 
-=o, i=l,2 ,..., n, -=o, -=o, 
aPI ihZ an 
94 
we obtain 
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and 
Here (33) becomes 
(35) 
(36) 
(37)’ 
with 
Z( 7; W) -= AC. (381 
When substituting into (37) the expressions for p:, we clearly see its nonlinear 
character. 
In our atte’mpt to solve (37). let us try separation of variables, i.e. assume 
Z(r. &‘)-t%f(f) wheref(T)= 1. 
Substituting this into (3 7~. w:t‘ are left with 
and 
(39) 
Note that (4 I ) is in agreement with the discrete time result stating that for iso-elastic 
margin;al utility the portfolio selection decision dots not depend on the consumption 
decision (Samueison [34]). 
Since: q(t) doe!; not depend on W, the separation method worked successfully in 
this case. Notice that wc have already completeiy determined the optimal portfolio 
rule in (41 ). In or&t- to find the optimal consumption c.*(t), we only have to solfre 
f39! \uhject to fi’ 7’) = 1, and insert into (.16), noticing that ZI, =f(?J/?\‘-i. The 
nonlinear diitfercntial equation (39) is of Bernoulli type. Using the substitution 
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g(t) = (f(t))2, (39) reduces to 
%W 
- -2q(t)g(t) = 1 
r?t 
which is an ordinary, linear nonhomogeneous differential equation that can be solved 
by quadrature. Here we find 
Hence our optimal consumption rule is also determined explicitly as 
W 
‘*(‘)= e-{:2q(s)cjs+j;’ ,-J;‘ywr ds’ (43) 
From (43) we see that marginal propensity to consume equals a constant (time- 
dependent) proportion of wealth. 
The problem of including noncapital gains income (wage) in tlhe,basic equation 
(25), is ebsi!y solved in the present framework. Let dg(t) = ii(t) dt equal the 
instantaneous flow of noncapital gains income. Then our new basic equation becomes 
dpi 
d W(r) = W(r) i piF -(c(t) - h(t)) dz. 
i=I I 
(.44) 
Here the rate h(t) does not depend on -W(t) and is assumed known at each 1. Hence 
our new problem is translated back to our previous one by using c’ = c - h and 
V’( c’, t) = V(c, t) + h(t). In principle we face the same type of mathematical optimiz- 
ation problem as before, but the computational difficulties might change. For 
example is the equation (37) no longer solvable by separating the variables W and 
I as demonstrated above. 
In the usual gambling situation it is well known that one should keep a reserve 
fund while gambling in order to avoid ruin. The theoretical problem is then that 
one is no longer following any particular ‘optimal strategy’. In the present setting 
this could be resolved by considering the reserve fund as part of the optimal 
consumption c*(r). Oqe other possibility is to let the reserve fund compete on the 
market with the other investment alternatives, then with Grf = 0, where 6,, represents 
the risk of the reserve fund. One can also combine these two possibilities. Thus way 
the reserve fund will vary over time, and presumably in an optimal fashion. 
If the n-th a.sset represents the reserve fund and is ‘risk free’, we assume a,, = 0 
arid/3,,,, =O, k=-m, -nt+l,.. . , m. (See ( 1 1 ).) Here our basic stochastic differen- 
tial equation becomes 
pig, db,+pi i Pik dA4,, +{~,~W~+h,-c,}dt* (45) 
k = -. m 
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Now the relation p,, = l-1::; pi will ensure that the identity constraint Cl’=, pi = 1 
is satisfied, no matter what values pl, . . . , P~__~ take; i.e. if we allow borrowing and 
shortselling (see Merton [26]). Hence the problem with a reserve fund can be viewed 
as an unconstra:ined maximization problem, changing the set Uro,rl. (On the other 
hand, if we impose (6), i.e. pi a 0, i = 1,2, . . . , n, then the problem is still a con- 
strained one.) 
To illustrate, let us again consider the example with U( W) = Jw, V( c, t) = &; 
no jumps in the p,;‘s and no wages. The unconstrained maximization now gives us 
ZW Pi 
pp = - 6$Zi,,,,,, 2’ 
1 
i=1,2 ,...,n--1, c*=- 
422,’ 
The partial diferential equation is 
(1 
,I--: ,,--I -_ 
-6 w s P%-cp,J-C*+p,,W 
> 
+~z,~\~w’ 1 (p~f7i)2+Jc*=-z,, 
I-! r=l 
and trying Z( 2, W) = JwfCZ), we are again successful in separating the variables 
and obtain for the optimal portfolio and consumption rates 
I~*=w(p,-p,,), I i=l.2 ,..., n-l, &=1-i fT (46) 
/‘I 
;I n d 
Notice hols the ri%k rr, on asset i affects the optimal ;,ortfolio ratio p”; the higher 
the risk on asset i, the less absolute value of the portfolio ratio no. i. 
I ut~id like to thank one referee for pointing out the rcferencc Harrison and 
I’li\h;i I-13]. an~d other\vise improving the paper. and Karl IJorch for reading a version 
ctf the prrpcr ;Ind giving useful comments. 
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